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The formation of intermetallic secondary phases, such as Pt3Pb, has been observed experimentally

at PbTiO3/Pt and Pb(Zr,Ti)O3/Pt, or PZT/Pt, interfaces. Density functional theory calculations are

used here to calculate the work of adhesion of these interfacial systems with and without the

secondary intermetallic phase. The charge density maps of the interfaces reveal the electronic

interactions at the interface and the impact of the secondary phase. In addition, Bader charge

analysis provides a quantitative assessment of electron transfer from the perovskites to the Pt.

Analysis of the band diagrams indicates an increase of the potential barrier associated with electron

transfer due to the formation of the Pt3Pb at PZT/Pt interfaces. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4959074]

I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskite oxide materials of the form ABO3 are widely

used in many electronic devices. These functional oxides,

such as barium titanate (BaTiO3), strontium titanate

(SrTiO3), lead titanate (PTO), and lead zirconate titanate

(PZT), are designed to function in contact with a metal elec-

trode. Consequently, the heterogeneous interface between

the metal and functional oxide plays a crucial role in control-

ling the performance and durability of the devices in which

they are used, including actuators, transducers, and superca-

pacitors.1–3 Given the importance of these heterogeneous

interfaces, multiple applied4,5 and fundamental2,3,6 studies

have focused on characterizing and optimizing their proper-

ties. This prior work has revealed that such factors as lattice

mismatch, composition, and defects have a substantial influ-

ence on interfacial properties.

Two systems of particular interest consist of a Pt elec-

trode in contact with PTO or PZT.7,8 One secondary phase in

particular, Pt3Pb, has been identified at the PZT/Pt inter-

face.9–11 It has been experimentally shown that the formation

of this phase can be minimized by controlling the thermal

and atmospheric conditions under which the PZT is grown

on the Pt electrode.12–14 In addition, a combined computa-

tional and experimental investigation15 revealed that the sec-

ondary phase forms via Pb diffusion across the interface, a

process that can take place over time during the processing

of the device.

Here, we use first principles calculations to quantify the

way in which the secondary phase influences the work of ad-

hesion and electronic interaction of the atoms near the inter-

faces for both PTO/Pt and PZT/Pt interfaces. In addition,

charge transfer across the interfaces and the predicted band

diagrams are considered to investigate the sensitivity of the

electronic properties results on the existence of Pt3Pb at the

PZT/Pt interface.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The density-functional theory (DFT) calculations are

carried out with the local density approximation (LDA) as

implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package

(VASP).16–18 The ion-electron interactions between the core

electrons and the nuclei are described by the projector

augmented-wave (PAW) method. Instead of using the rapid

oscillated wavefunctions from the valence electrons, this ap-

proach addresses the wavefunctions from the core electrons

more smoothly in order to increase the computational effi-

ciency. A plane-wave cut-off energy of 400 eV and a

4�4�1 k-point mesh ensure that the calculated energies are

accurate to within 0.5 meV/atom. The reason we select the

LDA instead of the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) is the better agreement of the LDA with experimental

values for the lattice parameters of PTO. In particular, LDA

predicts a unit cell volume of 59.879 Å3 and a c/a ratio of

1.032, which compares better with the experimental value of

1.063 than that of 1.161 predicted from GGA. Similarly, in

the case of the PZT, LDA predicts the c/a ratio of 1.023

which compares well with the experimental value of 1.024.

In the case of the PTO/metal interfaces, the (111) inter-

faces of both PTO and the Pt electrode are formed by com-

bining two slabs: a PTO slab and either a Pt3Pb or a Pt slab.

The PTO (111)-oriented slabs are built based on the primi-

tive perovskite unit cell which was represented using a hex-

agonal unit cell with 10 atomic layers perpendicular to the

interface. Similarly, the metal slabs are based on the primi-

tive FCC unit cell which was represented using a hexagonal

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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supercell 10 atomic layers perpendicular to the interface. A

reference from the literature19 and our convergence tests in-

dicate that vacuum separations of about 20–26 Å are appro-

priate for the PTO and metallic slabs. As indicated in Figure

1, the hexagonal unit cell of the PTO perovskite (111) sur-

face has the same structure and energetic presentation as the

tetragonal (001) perovskite unit cell. The energy difference

between each unit cell for both of these relaxed systems was

calculated and the results, provided in Table I, indicate an

energy difference of 0.04% that is small enough for us to

ignore.

We construct the interface by combining the hexagonal

supercells of PTO and the metallic slab. The interfacial strain

as a result of lattice mismatch is þ3.18% for PTO/Pt3Pb and

�3.19% for PTO/Pt interfaces, and the strain is accommo-

dated on the metallic side of the interface. Two different ter-

minations of PTO (111), Ti- and (Pb, O)-terminated, are

indicated in Figures 2(a)–2(d). It is known that PTO under-

goes a phase transition from the tetragonal phase to the cubic

phase when the system temperature increases above the

Curie temperature of 400 �C. Therefore, interfaces with two

different c/a ratios of 1.06 and 1.00 were considered in the

calculations. The lowest energy configurations of PZT(50/

50) structures with different terminations were determined

by a substitution test, in which the different Ti atom sites

were occupied by Zr atoms in both ordered and random con-

figurations while maintaining the Ti:Zr ratio at 0.5. The

details of the PZT/metal interfaces are the same as in Ref.

14, and these interfaces are illustrated in Figure 3.

A multi-step relaxation method was applied to all the in-

terfacial systems to reduce the computational cost. First, the

volume and the shape of the supercell were fixed and the

atoms were fully relaxed within the cell using a reduced k-

point mesh of 2�2�1. Second, a denser k-point mesh of

4�4�1 was applied and the atoms were fully relaxed. Third,

considering the distance between the slabs in the direction

normal to the interface, the metal slabs were manually

moved around the x-y plane of the interface and the struc-

tures were further relaxed again to have the most energetical-

ly stable structure of the system to be chosen. The results

indicate that the lowest energy structures occur when the

atoms at the top of the Pt3Pb slabs are shifted 0.5 of a unit

cell along the ½�1�12� and ½10�1� directions, respectively,

relative to the atoms at the bottom of the PTO slabs within

the plane of the interface. In the case of systems with Pt on

top of PTO slabs, the lowest energy was found when the shift

between the top and bottom slabs is 0.25 of a unit cell length

along both ½�1�12� and ½10�1� directions within the plane of the

interface. Thus, a total of twenty interfacial structures are

considered in this work, including eight PTO/metallic and

twelve PZT/metallic interfaces.

Once the lowest energy structure of each interface is

obtained, the work of adhesion is determined. In addition,

contour plots of the electronic density maps are generated us-

ing VISTA software20,21 to describe the electronic interac-

tion between atoms at the interface. Bader charge

analysis22,23 is also used to provide a quantitative assessment

of charge transfer across the interface. In this way, the total

amount of charge transferred across the interfaces that results

in the difference of electronegativity between adjacent atoms

associated to the induced polarization can be obtained.

Band diagrams of different contacts are analyzed to elu-

cidate the impact of the secondary phase on the charge trans-

fer once contact is made. The electrostatic potentials are

determined for the metallic and perovskite slabs that are sep-

arated with a sufficient vacuum space to obtain the work

function of either the Pt or the Pt3Pb slabs and the valence

band of the PZT slab. In particular, the electrostatic poten-

tials of the metal and perovskite are aligned along the vacu-

um level to create the energy band diagrams for the different

FIG. 1. The transformation of the (a) general perovskite (001) surface unit

cells to (b) the primitive perovskite (111) surface unit cells.

TABLE I. Comparison of the total energy of PTO unit cell adapted into te-

tragonal and hexagonal supercells.

Total energy (eV/atom) Difference

In tetragonal cell �8.385

In hexagonal cell �8.382 0.04%

FIG. 2. Illustrations of the supercells used in the DFT calculations for the

(a) (Pb,O)-terminated PTO/Pt interface, (b) Ti -terminated PTO/Pt interface,

(c) (Pb,O)-terminated PTO/Pt3Pb interface, and (d) Ti-terminated PTO/

Pt3Pb interfaces.
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interfaces. The band gap of PZT was predicted by the band

diagram and projected density of states (PDOS) using LDA

with 10 k-points along the most symmetric direction of the

first Brillouin zone. As LDA is known to underestimate the

band gap of perovskite, a more accurate band gap energy be-

tween the conduction band and the valence band of PZT was

calculated using the HSE06 hybrid functional.24–26 The pro-

jected density of state (PDOS) at the gamma point was car-

ried out by hybrid functional calculation as a correction for

the underestimated band gap of PZT from the DFT-LDA

calculations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Interfacial work of adhesion and structure

The work of adhesion is calculated using the standard

expression

Work of Adhesion Energy WOAð Þ

¼ 1

2A
Esurface 1 þ Esurface 2ð Þ � Einterf aceð Þ: (1)

The quantitative values of WOA and the corresponding

interfacial structures are provided in Figure 3 for PTO/metal

interfaces. At low temperatures, the PTO/Pt interfaces have a

work of adhesion of 0.165 eV/Å2 for (Pb,O)-terminated and

0.178 eV/Å2 for Ti-terminated interfaces. These values are

higher than the corresponding PTO/Pt3Pb interfaces: 0.151

eV/Å2 for (Pb,O)-terminated and 0.156 eV/Å2 for Ti-

terminated interfaces. Thus, the PTO/Pt interfaces are more

energetically favorable than the PTO/Pt3Pb interfaces.

A similar trend of work of adhesion for each corre-

sponding interface is predicted for the high temperature

phase PTO-related interfaces. The PTO/Pt interfaces again

have higher work of adhesion than PTO/Pt3Pb interfaces.

However, the work of adhesion for PTO/Pt3Pb in the high

temperature phase of PTO is smaller than in the low temper-

ature phase due to the much larger lattice mismatch

(þ7.56%) for the cubic-PTO/Pt3Pb interfaces. In contrast,

the work of adhesion for cubic-PTO/Pt interfaces is larger

than in the low temperature phase PTO system because of

the smaller lattice mismatch (þ0.92%) for cubic-PTO/Pt.

The results indicate that the Ti-terminated interfaces

generally have larger WOA values than (Pb, O)-terminated

interfaces. In addition, PTO/Pt interfaces are more energeti-

cally favorable than the PTO/Pt3Pb. The results further indi-

cate the way in which lattice mismatch is crucial for the

work of adhesion at these interfaces.

The quantitative values and a similar trend for WOA are

found for PZT-related interfaces as summarized in Figure 4.

Compared with the PTO systems, the PZT models include

additional Zr-terminated interfaces. However, this termina-

tion is not predicted to be preferred (Fig. 5). Thus, composi-

tion of the perovskite does not have a substantial impact on

the close-packed interfacial work of adhesion.

Atomic displacement across the various interfaces con-

sidered is illustrated in Figure 6. Surface Ti atoms relax in-

ward (toward bulk PTO bulk) at the Ti-terminated PTO/Pt

interface. Interfacial Ti atoms exhibit more displacement to-

ward bulk PTO at the PTO/Pt3Pb interface compared with

the PTO/Pt interface. In the (Pb, O)-terminated PTO/Pt inter-

face, relaxation is more nuanced. Namely, surface Pb atoms

relax inward (toward PTO bulk) while O atoms relax out-

ward (away from PTO bulk). Moreover, surface O atoms ad-

jacent to Pt from Pt3Pb are displaced away from bulk PTO

but those adjacent to Pb atoms from the Pt3Pb phase are

FIG. 3. Illustrations of the supercells used in the DFT calculations for the

(a) (Pb,O)-terminated PZT/Pt interface, (b) Ti-terminated PZT/Pt interface,

(c) Zr-terminated PZT/Pt interface, (d) (Pb,O)-terminated PZT/Pt3Pb inter-

face, and (e) Ti-terminated PZT/Pt3Pb interface and (f) Ti-terminated PZT/

Pt3Pb interfaces.

FIG. 4. The quantitative values of

WOA and the corresponding interfa-

cial structures for PTO/metal or alloy

interfaces, where we predict (1) 0.165

(eV/Å2) for the t-PTO(Pb,O) /Pt inter-

face, (2) 0.169 (eV/Å2) for the c-

PTO(Pb,O)/Pt interface, (3) 0.178 (eV/

Å2) for the t-PTO(Ti)/Pt interface, (4)

0.182 (eV/Å2) for the c-PTO(Ti)/Pt in-

terface, (5) 0.151 (eV/Å2) for the t-

PTO(Pb,O) /Pt3Pb interface, (6) 0.126

(eV/Å2) for the c-PTO(Pb,O) /Pt3Pb

interface, (7) 0.156 (eV/Å2) for the t-

PTO(Ti) /Pt3Pb interface, and (8)

0.155 (eV/Å2) for the c-PTO(Ti) /

Pt3Pb interface.
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displaced toward PTO. This difference indicates stronger in-

teraction between O of the perovskite phase and the Pt atoms

in the Pt3Pb phase than the Pb atoms in the Pt3Pb phase.

Very similar results were found for the (Pb,O)- and Ti-

terminated PZT/Pt and PZT/Pt3Pb interactions. The addition-

al Zr-terminated system illustrated in Figure 7 behaves in a

similar manner as the Ti-terminated system. This indicates

that for these systems, changes in the perovskite composition

between PTO and PZT do not have a substantial effect on

the interfacial stability.

B. Interfacial electronic structure

The charge density maps of PTO interfaces had been

discussed by us previously,15 and our findings are consistent

with Stengel and Spaldin’s result in Ref. 27. In particular,

their findings indicate that strong interactions exist between

Pt and O atoms at both the (Pt, O)-terminated PTO/Pt and

PTO/Pt3Pb interfaces and they concluded that the PTO/Pt in-

terface is energetically preferred.

A similar conclusion regarding interfacial charge densi-

ty is shown in Figures 8(a)–8(f) for PZT interfaces with vari-

ous terminations. In particular, the electronic density maps

indicate that a similar strong interaction exists between the

Pt atoms of the metal slab and Pb or O atoms in the PZT

slabs for these three types of terminated PZT/Pt interfaces.

The visualized high charge density areas in the map directly

illustrate the prediction that the attractive interaction be-

tween Pt and O is much stronger than that between the Pb

FIG. 5. The quantitative values of WOA and the corresponding interfacial structures for PZT/metal or alloy interfaces, where we found (1) 0.175 (eV/Å2) for

the t-PZT(Pb,O)/Pt interface, (2) 0.234 (eV/Å2) for the c-PZT(Pb,O)/Pt interface, (3) 0.206 (eV/Å2) for the t-PZT(Ti)/Pt interface, (4) 0.218 (eV/Å2) for the c-

PZT(Ti)/Pt interface, (5) 0.180 (eV/Å2) for the t-PZT(Zr)/Pt interface, (6) 0.204 (eV/Å2) for the c-PZT(Zr)/Pt interface, (7) 0.150 (eV/Å2) for the t-PZT(Pb,O)

/Pt3Pb interface, (8) 0.149 (eV/Å2) for the c-PZT(Pb,O) /Pt3Pb interface, (9) 0.173 (eV/Å2) for the t-PZT(Ti) /Pt3Pb interface, (10) 0.183 (eV/Å2) for the c-

PZT(Ti) /Pt3Pb interface, (11) 0.151 (eV/Å2) for the t-PZT(Zr) /Pt3Pb interface, and (12) 0.160 (eV/Å2) for the c-PZT(Zr) /Pt3Pb interface.

FIG. 6. The interfaces images of PTO/Pt and PTO/Pt3Pb interfaces with different PTO terminations.
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and O atoms and that the former forms a true chemical bond.

More Pt atoms are present in the contact layer for the PZT/Pt

system than for the PZT/Pt3Pb system, which contributes to

the increased stability of the PZT/Pt interface. The electronic

density maps of Zr-terminated and Ti-terminated interfaces

in Figures 8(c)–8(f) are comparable, where Zr behave like

the Ti atoms. This result further supports the hypothesis that

the substituted Zr atoms in perovskite PZT and PTO struc-

tures do not have a substantial effect on electronic structure.

Additionally, Figure 9 shows three cross sectional

charge density images of the Ti-terminated PTO/Pt system.

Figure 9(a) indicates that the Ti atoms are not in the same

plane as the Pb, Pt, and O atoms in this cross section image

of interface, so no interaction between the contact layer of Pt

and Ti is expected. However, the Ti atoms still have some in-

teraction with surface O atoms from PTO, as shown in

Figure 9(b). Figure 9(c) confirms that the Pt, Pb, and O

atoms lie on the same plane and the stronger interaction

takes place between Pt and O rather than Pt and Pb.

The following discussion of electronic properties focus-

es on the PZT related interfaces since they are more favor-

able for current manufacturing. The electronic charge

transfer at the interface is quantified using Bader charge cal-

culations. Figures 10 and 11 represent Bader charge differ-

ences as a function of the axis normal to the interface for

atoms at the PZT/Pt3Pb (Figure 10) and PZT/Pt (Figure 11)

interfaces. The results reveal that charge transfer primarily

takes place in the interfacial region. Since the models are pe-

riodic along the direction normal to the interface, the interfa-

ces in these two figures can be identified at three points that

FIG. 7. The interfaces images of (a) PZT/Pt and (b) PZT/Pt3Pb interfaces with Zr- termination.

FIG. 8. The charge density maps of three types of differently terminated

PZT/Pt3Pb and PZT/Pt interfaces. (a) PZT/Pt with (Pb,O)-termination, (b)

PZT/Pt3Pb with (Pb,O)-termination, (c) PZT/Pt with Ti-termination, (d)

PZT/Pt3Pb with Ti-termination, (e) PZT/Pt with Zr-termination, and (f)

PZT/Pt3Pb with Zr-termination.

FIG. 9. The charge density maps of Ti terminated PTO/Pt interface in differ-

ent cross-sections.
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correspond to z-coordinate ¼ �2.5 Å, 10.0 Å, and 22.5 Å,

respectively. (Note, the PZT/Pt or PZT/Pt3Pb interfaces are

at 0 Å.) A significant electronic screening phenomenon, in

particular, at the Pt slab, can be found at the interfaces and

causes the formation of the effective dead layer which can

reduce the interfacial capacitance.27,28 However, Stengel and

Spaldin reported that the PTO/Pt system has relative short

screening length so that it becomes negligible and we only

consider the atoms near the interfaces. The atoms located

around these three interfacial regions undergo a significantly

larger change in Bader charge than do those atoms located in

the middle of the slabs from either gaining or losing

electrons.

Not surprisingly, different types of atoms gain or lose

electrons in different ways, a phenomenon which also

depends on the material itself and the atom’s surrounding en-

vironment. In this particular material, Pb, Ti, and O lose

electrons where the PZT contacts the Pt surface and the Pt

atoms are likely to gain electrons. A screening of electrons

can also be found in the first two atomic layers near the inter-

faces. The charge transfer of Pb atoms depends substantially

on the surrounding environment. It could act as a donor to

give away electrons while in the PZT slab and also work like

an acceptor to receive electrons when it is part of the metallic

(Pt3Pb) slab. The total quantity of charge transfer cross the

interfaces in the PZT/Pt case is larger than in the PZT/Pt3Pb

case (1.4 electrons vs. 0.8 electrons, respectively). A larger

charge transfer indicates a stronger interaction between two

slabs and thus a more stable interface. This result is consis-

tent with our WOA calculation results that predict the PZT/

Pt interface to be more favorable.

In addition, the quantitative assessment of charge trans-

fer for each atom is listed in Table II to clarify the charge

transfer contribution. Comparing the electron acceptance of

the Pt atoms located in the first atomic layer for both PZT/Pt

and PZT/Pt3Pb interfaces, Pt atoms in the Pt slab receive

more electrons than those in the Pt3Pb slab. On the other

hand, comparing the electron donation of the atoms located

in the first atomic layer of the PZT slab, the Pb, Ti, O, and

Zr, atoms in the PZT/Pt interfaces also lose more electrons

than those in the PZT/Pt3Pb interface. The larger the differ-

ence in electronegativity for adjacent atoms on either side of

the interface, the more charge transfer takes place at the

PZT/Pt interface. This leads to the formation of stronger ion-

ic bonds and a more energetically favorable interface.

C. Influence of secondary phase on electronic contact

To understand the influence of the formation of the sec-

ondary phase Pt3Pb on the contact between PZT and Pt, the

band diagrams of Pt, Pt3Pb, and PZT slabs are combined, as

illustrated in Figures 12 and 13. After aligning the electrostat-

ic potentials relative to the vacuum level, the work function of

Pt and Pt3Pb are determined to be�6.02 eV and �5.06 eV, re-

spectively, and the valence band maximum of PZT is

�7.47 eV. We utilized the band structure and projected densi-

ty of states (PDOS) from the LDA calculations that underesti-

mate the true band gap. Hybrid functional calculations are

then applied to determine a more accurate, corrected band gap

by taking into account the difference of the projected density

states results between the LDA and hybrid functional. The

corrected band gap of PZT using the combination of LDA and

FIG. 10. The representative of charge transfer per atom in the Ti terminated

PZT/Pt3Pb interface as function as Z coordinate.

FIG. 11. The representative of charge transfer per atom in the Ti terminated

PZT/Pt interface as function as Z coordinate.

TABLE II. The quantitative assessment of charge changes for those atoms

which are close to the Ti terminated PZT-Pt3Pb and PZT-Pt interfaces. (Pt*

is the atoms substituted by Pb once in the Pt3Pb slab).

PZT-Pt3Pb-(Ti-termination) PZT-Pt-(Ti-termination)

Interfaces Atom type Dq Atom type Dq

Pb �0.078 Pt* �0.003

Pt 0.183 Pt 0.261

Pt 0.202 Pt 0.221

Pt3Pb/Pt side Pt 0.209 Pt 0.2

Pb �0.365 Pb �0.447

Ti �0.256 Ti �0.279

O �0.007 O �0.031

O 0.003 O �0.012

O �0.007 O �0.013

PZT side Zr �0.012 Zr �0.015

045310-6 Lin et al. J. Appl. Phys. 120, 045310 (2016)



hybrid functionals is 3.1 eV which is within the experimental-

ly measured range of 3.0 eV�3.7 eV.29–31 In particular, we

found that the PZT slabs with different terminations create ex-

tra interval energy levels in the band diagrams when com-

pared with the normal band gap diagram obtained from bulk

PZT. It should be noted that we exclude the extra interval en-

ergy levels resulting from artificially adding terminated atoms

to avoid non-stoichiometric effects so that the correct band

gap value of PZT can be used to determine electronic band

diagrams for contacts between PZT and metallic layers (Pt or

Pt3Pb). This result, shown in Figures 12 and 13, predict that a

higher energy barrier exists in PZT/Pt3Pb than in PZT/Pt.

Published results32,33 indicate that the electrons transferred

from the PZT slab into the Pt3Pb slab needs to overcome a

higher potential barrier than electrons transferred into the Pt

slab. Thus, more electrons transfer and there is a stronger in-

duced interface dipole at the PZT/Pt interface. This prediction

thus provides guidance for experimentalists to understand the

way in which energy barriers that need to be overcome during

the transportation of holes and electrons at the interfaces of

perovskite and metallic layers and the electronic behaviors of

the devices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We use first principles calculations to examine both in-

terfacial stability and the electronic properties across the

interfaces coming from the formation of secondary phase at

the perovskite and metal contact, especially PZT/Pt in this

present work.

The work of adhesion result examines how the forma-

tion of the Pt3Pb intermetallic layers reduces the interfacial

stability of the metal/perovskite interfaces in both PTO and

PZT related interfaces and further proven by the electronic

density calculation and the Bader charge analysis. The dif-

ferent ratio for the Zr and Ti substitution does not cause a

substantial effect on the electronic interaction in the interfa-

ces. A higher energy barrier is predicted to exist when Pt3Pb

forms at the PZT/Pt contact which eliminates the interfacial

dipole and electron charge transfer in electronic devices.

Therefore, the existence of the secondary phase in this par-

ticular material system is considered to have a negative im-

pact on thermal stability and increase the potential barrier at

the perovskite/metal contact. Furthermore, the approaches

we present in this work can be a useful tool for identifying

the impacts secondary phase made in various material prop-

erties for metal and perovskite contacts.
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